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This report is a study of test data on .a family of Durand’s propdlers (Nos. 3, 7, 11, 82, 113,
139), -which is fairly representative of con-wntional design, prepared for publication by the
National Advisory (!ommittee for Aeronautics. The test daba we so plotted that bhe proper
pitch and diamekrs for any given set of conditions are readily obtained. The same data are
plotted in other forms which may be used for calculating performance when the ratio of pitch
ho diameter is known. These new plots supply a means for cakxdat~~ the performance, at any
altitude, of airplanes equipped w-ith normal or supercharged en=ties.
The coefficients used and the methods of j~otting adopted in this report coordinate &he
results of a few tests into complete fardies of curves covering the entire range of p/D ordinarily
used. This method of analyzing test data enables an invest~jgator to plan tests systematically
and leads to usefuI application of test data.
INTRODUCTION.
The conventional methods of plofiting and tabulating propeller data are undoubtedly the
most logical forms in which the test results can be presented, and they are quite satisfactory for
a single propeUer; but when we come to study a family of propellers in which the pitch is the
only variable, new methods of plott,i~~ must be adopted if the fti value of the data is to be
available. All airplane designers who have had occasion to use data from Durand and Lesley’s
or similar tests are fully acquainted with the difiicult ies encountered in applying these data
to design problems. This report has been prepared at the suggestion of Dr. D. W. Taylor to
supply data for design and test analysis.
The family of propellers, Durand numbers 139, 11, 7, 3, 82, and 113 with nominal pitch
ratios 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.1, and 1.:3 respectively, mas chosen as be~~ ruosti representative of
the conventional designs. These propellers have narrow, tapered blades and a more or less
conventional section with an uncambered driving face. The nominal pitch values are constant
along fihe blade, referred to as the driving face. (This nominal pitch is frequently crdled “face
pikh.”)
The methods of plotting the data used in this report enable fihe engineer to solve three dis-
tinct problems and variations with very Little ef?ort and with resrdts as accurate as the test data.
These problems are:
{a) Given a set of conditions, B. HP, F’,and R.P.M., what pitch, p, and diameter, D, are
most suited ! Ti%at efficiency can be obi~ined i How does e%kiency ~ary with
pand D!
(b) With a given pitch, diameter and engine power curve, how do the efhiency, q, and
HP avail~ble vary with air speed 7
(c) Ti5th a given pitch, diameter, power-required curve, and engine power curve, how
do efficiency, ~, and B.EP vary with air speed!
There is another feature of great importance. This method of plotting propeIIer data
enables the investigator to plan his work so as to supply the engineer tith information of mdue.
Instead of random tests there can be a systematic investigation leading to definite remdts.
PITCH AND DIAMETER.
In practically all propeller design problems the engineer is required to find &he pitch and
diameter required to absorb a given power, P, at a given trandational speed, ~, and rotatio~a.1
speed, n. A -wry convenient method may be built up on the use of the nondimensional coef5-
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cient C) as given in National Advisory Committee Aeronautics for Technical Report No. 141
(Durand and Lesley). C, is defined as
c3=~._.=:......---(l)
where P is the air density and the other symbols have their usual meanings. When we skudy
the values of 08 for various propellers, it is found that they vary from “0.02 to 3 or more.
This variation is too great for practical use. A great improvement is obtained by extracting
the square root of the reciprocal
&=dG=w?---------------------------’2’ ‘“
This is equivalent to the reciprocal of the P function employed by Admiral Taylor; bo~h are
nondimensional factors independent of the diameter. Let the new factor be denoted by any
convenient symbol, say F. At this time it is to be noted thati the factor F is more suitable
than P for propellers in that the working range is more advantageously located in the
numerical scale for plotting,
The factor F has been calculated for each of the six propellers of the family under con-
!-7
sideration in Tables I–VI. The values are plotted logarithmically as abscissae against ~~
as ordinates, in the lower section of Figure 1. The upper section of the same figure contains
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the corresponding values of efficiency,v, as ordinates, on a semilogaritl.mic plot. In tti~ case
the Logarithmic scale is used largely to contract the scale to reasonable Iimits.
A study of Figure 1 brings out two outstanding features. The first and most important
is that we have six propellers for -which F, $F ad the ~D corresponding to each individual
maximum efficiency are known. That is, w~ have six values of F, each corresponding to a
known value of ---- at which one propeller of know: ~ has its maximum efficiency. These
values of ~ and {D plot as smooth curves against F as may be seen in Figure 2, These curves
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are the essentiaI design curves and their use w-ill be explained later. The other feature is well
known and of minor importance although of considerable interest. At any given value of F
there is but one propelIer which gives its maximum efbiency for these conditions. This is
v
the propeller having the ~ and — previoudy determined.
nD
Eowever, its efficiency is not
the highest that can be obtained at fihe given value of 1? The highest possible eficiency at
each due of F is determined with ~ for each of the six propellers of known ~ from the
upper section of J?igge 1. The values of ~ and ~ so obtained are plotted on Figure 2 as
broken Iines to prevent confusion with the corresponding values for the maximum eficiency
propellers.
The application of these cwvw to design is simple. The vahe of i? is determined by the
design conditions of P, V, m Note that the wihms must be in consistent units. The foot-
pound second system is recommended for propeller design, so that P= 550 El. HI’ ft lb, V= ft/
see, n =r. p. s. and p= 0.00237 slugs/ft$ (at sea level). Using the heavy curves on l?igure 2,
the values of $ and ~ are found. Since ~ is known
This procedure assumes that P, V, and n at which the eiiiciency is to be a maximum are
known.
The following specimen calculation W ilkstrate the simplicity of the method: Assume
V= 1.20lf.P.E. = 176 ft/see, B. EP=220 and B.P.3.L = N= 1,800, or r. p. s. =n=30 then
d-~=~Pvg‘n —=5.86X0.320=1.875P
J–
Figure 7 has been prepared to simplify the caIcuIatiori of 1? It giwas the terms –p–p. P
directly in terms of Vin JU.P.lZ. and P in B.EP at sea Ievel. For any given altitude the due
J
—
given by F&we 7 must be multiplied by the corresponding value of ~= Referring to Fiie .2,
it is seen that the propd.ler having -$= 0.79 has its mtium efficiency T=0.80 at F= 1.8757 and
&=0.73. The diameter of this propellei is
D= 5.86+ 0.73= 8.02 ft.
A diameter of 8 feet was actually used with satisfactory results on a design having the
characteristics assumed in this calculation.
FULL LOAD POWER, P AND D KNOWh’.
Having determined or given, p and D, a common problem is to find n, ~ and the maximum
power available at various airspeeds. A comparatively simple method employs Ikrand’s coef-
ficient C, (National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics Technical Report No. 141) and assumes
constant torque o~er the range of n under consideration.
The coefficient 0, is defied as
D
o,=~PV3 D’ ------------- --------.--.--------(3)
obtain another coefficient which may be designated 0~
C,= ~,+D=p ~ ~, D, ------ .----- ------ ------ ---- (4)
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Note that C,, is proportional to the QOof Durand’s earlier reports in the relation
~=2Tg
4 1000 ‘o
The common formula for engine power is
P=2~n.Qft/lb/sec ..---------- . ..--- .----- .-. --. [5)
where Q is the torque in lb ft. Substituting this in equation (4) we obtain
~=27r Q
,------ ------ ------ ------ ------
~ pV2DS‘ (6)
Now Q is substantially constant and maybe so assumed without serious error, or more accurate
results may be obiained by estimating the probable value of Q and n for each condition, using
the characteristic curves for the engine. If still greater accuracy is required, a second approxim-
ation should be sufficient to give results perhaps more accurate than the experimental data
justifies. We may therefore assume that Q, V, ~ and D are known, so that 04 is known. With
a curve of (.74against ~D we obhain the ~$ and since ~ is known, n is determined. From the
characteristic curves of the engine and the propeller the corresponding l?.EIF’ and propeller
efficiency are found.
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The coefficient 0, at a given $ is found to plot against ~ as a straight line as shown on
Figure 3 -which contains such Lines for all of the data given by Durand for the famiIy of propellers
under consideration. In any given case there are two methods of using Fiige 3. The better
‘rT
method -would be to read off the values of Cd correspontig” to h 3’s ~tersec~ed b the
abscissa of the ~ used and draw a faired curve through these WJWS of CA Plotted %a~~ $j.
—
A quicker and somewhat less’ .accu.mte method ~ould be to estimate by interpolation from
Figure 3, the value of -$ correspondingly to the lmovm G~and ~
In order to facilitate these calculations two additional iigures, Nos. 4 and 5, have been
included in this report.. Fiigure 5 is taken from NationsJ Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Tectilcal Report No. 168 and shows the eftlciency d my ~ forany prop~er ~he~ the IIILZfi-
mum efficiency and the -$ for maximum efficiency are known. Figge 4 gives these two
factors plotted against ~Y and is to be used instaad of F@e 2 (~hich @vm the same ~orma-
tiion) when ~ is bown.
The method jus~ outlined apphs particularly to calculations of maximum effective power
at any giv+n airspeed and air demiky. It is therefore weIl suiied to the calculation of a~p~a~e
performance at altitudes with either ~ormaI or supercharged engines. The variation of Q
witih n (and P) is the characteristic of the engine and must be lmovrn.
THROTTLED POWER, P AND D KNOWN.
In the calculations for throttled flight for any given” a~plane, we have lmown ~ D and
power required, HP,. To obtain n, q, and the corresponding B. HP, use will again be made of
the coe%cient
o,=~ (3)~vqy ----------------------------------
Multiplying C, by the prope~er efficiency v gives
(@2)=-&.-.----.-----:-------------------(7)
Note that VP= 550 HP,, so that
(?C2)=5:VK -------. _---_ --------- _---- ____(7a)
The values of70, for the family of propellers under consideration are calculated in Tables” I–VI,
v
and plotted in Figure 6, as ordinatw against $ iS absc~sae ~th ~es of constant ~D* For Pro-
pe~ers of low ~ ratio this p~ot k satisfactory, but for high ratios of ~ and ~$ $he Ta~USSof v~z
become too small to be read off accurately. In order to remedy this condition Fiie 7 has been
prepared with ~z ins~ead of ~G’z as ordinates. This operation contracts the variation in
the ordinate to a range within which accurate readings may be made.
The use of these two figures is almost self-explanatory. Gi~en a curve of EP, vs. airspeed,
the m.lues of 7(7Z are caIcula~ed for appropriate or desired airspeeds (using Equation 7u).
TT
From Figure 6 or F~e 7 according to &D ra~~e and accuracy required, &he mdues of >D
corresponding to each value of q02, may be estimated on the vertical of the $. More ac-
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curate results could be obtained by constructing a curve of q(7ZVS.$ for the desired $. EIaving
~.7
obtained the ~D at each V, n. and consequently B.HP and q are known.
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COMMENT.
The application of test data to actmd design of propellers has not been given sticient
trial to enable one to judge the reliability either of the test data or of these methods of applica-
&ion. In the few cases calculated for comparison by the writer, the test data-gave Tery con-
sistent results. This may ha~e been the result of coincidences. The use of the-se data and
methods must therefore depend on the results of further comparisons with conventional designs.
The two most important “features of this st.uciy are the applications to performance cal-
culations and the guide furnished to the investigator concer~~ data required by the engineer.
In regard to the latter it appears that a few welI chosen tests on propellers of conventional
and proved designs should supply complete design and engineering daka, when the results
are plotted in the general form adopted in this report. It may be found later that other
coefficients and methods of plotting yield even better results.
From a study of the curves included in this report, it may be concluded thafi the tests
now most needed are three series of vary@ $ giving three variations in the blade ~dth,
or aspect ratio, to co~er the usual design variation. In these tests a proved blade form shouJd
be used, the variations in blade ~ldth obtained by proportional changes, in so far as this k
practical. The camber ratio at each radius shouId be held constant at the values determined
by the usual design or empirical curves of “minimum camber ratio.”
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TABLE VI.
DUR.4i’iD PROPELLER XO. 113.
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